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The challenge of Globalization: Risks for the Supply chain
Philipp Seubert, authorized representative at Georg+Otto Friedrich, talks about a strategy
for solutions

Growing trade conflicts and the outbreak of the Corona Virus lead to production
bottlenecks and uncertainty in companies. Supposedly reliable supply chains are
threatened and questioned. Is there a need for a fundamental rethinking? The leading
manufacturer of knitted textiles, Georg+Otto Friedrich shows possible solutions.
How do you see the current uncertainty about global supply chains?
P. Seubert: I think the concerns are quite justified. For months, we have been observing supply
bottlenecks for certain medicines and raw materials for textile dyes – a consequence of the
concentration on a few manufacturers in China and India. Lower social and environmental standards
have deliberately weakened our industry and driven it into dependence by enticing cost benefits. I
think the challenges of globalization have been underestimated.
What dependencies do you mean in concrete terms?
P. Seubert: First of all, there are the political conditions in the supplier countries, which are beyond
our control. But we also need to keep an eye on the global economy as a general economy. Growing
and intensifying competition between China and the United States is changing the economic fabric.
After decades of emerging world trade, we are seeing tendencies towards deglobalization with
foreclosure, punitive tariffs and protectionism. And at the moment we are witnessing another
invaluable phenomenon: the outbreak of the Corona virus. This shows how fragile our supply chains
are. No one expected an epidemic event.
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Is the Corona virus becoming a threat to the global economy?
P. Seubert: We can only guess how the virus affects global supply chains and the global economy.
The Corona virus has already surpassed the spread of the SARS outbreak in 2003. The SARS crisis
seventeen years ago cost China one percent growth in its gross domestic product. And then the
country was nowhere near as integrated into the global economy as it is today. China has become
the workbench of the world. Workers' shortages, travel restrictions and logistical problems now
have a much greater impact on the overall fabric. Collapsing supply chains can lead to significant
supply problems. This mainly affects the motor vehicle, electronics and textile industries. Currently,
the Korean manufacturer Hyundai had to stop production because the wiring harnesses from China
are missing.
But logistics is only part of the problem, isn't it?
P. Seubert: Right. The topic is far more complex when one examines the overall context: There are
immediate signs of impending shortages of materials and finished goods – and also a lack of
manpower due to illness or quarantine guidelines. The numerous requests from our customers as to
whether the delivery capability is affected by the Corona virus only made it clear to us how much our
industry is dependent on the drip of Chinese suppliers. This is a dangerous dependence, which is
encouraged by export subsidies and industrial policy.
What can a rethinking look like?
P. Seubert: I think regional economic policy, procurement and risk management need to be
reconsidered. The outsourcing of production abroad may initially bring economic benefits, but in the
long term it leads to uncertainties and dependencies. This is one of the reasons why Georg+Otto
Friedrich produces exclusively in Germany. When buying raw materials, we also focus on European
manufacturers with safe production standards, which are regularly reviewed.
What are the reasons for production in Germany?
P. Seubert: Dependencies and supply bottlenecks are only one side of the coin. The other side is
sustainability and nature protection. As part of our GOING GREEN by Friedrich initiative, we moved
the procurement of raw materials for our textile equipment (flame retardant chemicals, pretreatment, etc.) from China back to Europe some time ago. We see this as a contribution to reducing
the environmental impact of unregulated production in the Far East. Another aspect is the reduction
of CO2 pollution by avoiding long transport distances. As a result, unlike many textile suppliers, we
are independent of China and do not expect any bottlenecks. Here, the name Friedrich also stands
for sustainable management and reliable delivery.
Is production in the Far East really so unregulated?
P. Seubert: The fact is that there are very strict regulations for textile production in Germany. And
that is a good thing, because the uncontrolled use of textile chemicals poses a threat to the
environment. Toxic heavy metals can pollute drinking water. Perfluorinated and polyfluorinated alkyl
compounds are similarly dangerous. In some countries, this is seen as less critical. As you may know,
in an international campaign called DETOX, the environmental organization Greenpeace has been
calling for years to stop using hazardous chemicals in textile production. So far with moderate
success. It is only gradually that a rethink is under way.
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Its slogan is "Textiles made in Germany". Did you do everything right?
P. Seubert: Let me put it this way: We have always seen ourselves as a medium-sized company and
have never had any ambitions to relocate our production internationally, even though there was an
opportunity. Our focus has always been to take advantage of our own production. Ultimately, this
decision is paying off today. Our focus on Germany as a location has its advantages: political stability,
secure supply, short distances. Our production in Germany enables maximum quality control and a
strong delivery performance. In this way, we not only deliver goods faster, but also customerspecific goods outside the usual standard if necessary. We often work with the customer to develop
innovative solutions for specific applications.
The designation of origin "Made in Germany" was formerly introduced in order to stigmatize
German goods abroad as inferior. Today it is regarded by many as a seal of approval and enjoys an
international reputation. A 2017 study sheds light on the made-in-country index of 52 countries.
Germany came in first place. This fact is an incentive and an obligation for us.
Loyalty to the location as a recipe for the problems of globalization?
P. Seubert: We cannot save Europe on our own, that is clear. However, we are responsible to our
customers and are looking for the best solutions in terms of quality, delivery performance and
compliance with safe production standards. Our quality standards do not end with the material
quality of our materials, but also includes aspects such as energy-efficient and resource-saving
production. And, of course, social responsibility towards our employees also plays an important role.
This is the difference between MADE in Germany and ENGINEERED in Germany. That is the principle
of our decisions and that is what we stand for. We are currently celebrating our 70th anniversary.
The company is expanding, is managed by the owner in the fourth generation and delivers to 56
countries.

